Power Steering Fluid
Nulon Power Steering Fluid (PSF) is a mineral based fluid that has been formulated to suit all power steering systems that require a
Dexron® fluid. Nulon PSF contains enhanced anti-corrosion and anti wear additives to ensure optimum protection. It is an excellent
everyday choice for Australian conditions.
Power steering systems are generally very reliable and failures are rare, so preventative maintenance is often neglected.
Manufacturers rarely mention power steering maintenance in their service schedules. A little preventative maintenance goes a long
way to ensuring trouble free operation and long service life. Inspections should be carried out at each service. Fluid level should be
checked and the fluid should also be checked for cleanliness. If the fluid is dirty it should be changed, as dirt and sludge are major
threats to smooth operation. Also, drive belts should be checked for condition and correct tension. Pulleys, mounting brackets and
hoses should be checked for condition as well.
Power steering systems typically contain only a small volume of lubricating fluid, and that fluid is subjected to quite harsh conditions,
particularly heat, moisture and contamination. Periodically removing old, dirty and degraded power steering fluid and replenishing it
with Nulon Power Steering Fluid will significantly extend the life of the entire power steering system.

Benefits
Compatible with most power steering systems
Helps eliminate power steering chatter/shudder
Contains anti-corrosion & anti-wear protection
Use as a complete fill or top-up

Directions for Use
Simply add to the power steering system reservoir. Fill the reservoir to the level specified
by the max level and do not overfill. Repeat application when necessary, or when the
system is serviced.

Typical Properties
Tests

ASTM

PSF

Color

Visual

Red

Flash point, COC, ºC

D92

208

Foam characteristics

D892

Nil Foam

Viscosity @ 100°C, cSt

D445

7.020

Viscosity @ 40°C, cSt

D445

32.00

Viscosity index

D2270

191

Density Kg/l

D4052

0.8578

Pour point ºC

D97

-40

Part No: PSF500
500 ml - 6 Per Carton
Barcode: 9311090002401

Part No: PSF-1
1 Litre - 6 Per Carton
Barcode: 9311090002418

Specifications
Use Nulon Power Steering Fluid where the following specifications are called for:
Dexron® II/III
Ford Mercon
ZF TE-ML 05L
ZF TE-ML 09
ZF TE-ML 14A
Volvo 97335
Denison
Caterpillar TO-2
Type A Suffix A (TASA)
Ford M2C 138CJ
Note: If your vehicle requires a specialised fluid such as SAAB 4634, MB 236.3, Audi/VW
G 002 000 or Honda Type S or V, use Nulon 100% Synthetic Multi-Vehicle Power
Steering Fluid (Part No. PSFMV).

Pack Sizes
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